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Abstract.. An automated system based on 16 bit PC for investigation of electron 
energy distribution function (EEDF) in the afterglow plasmas is described. The 
experimental results for the high energy tail of the distribution in a Mg-He plasma 
arc yielded by probe current modulation technique. 

1. Introduction 

Recently the Lengmuire probe, which is a classical tool for plasma physics investigation, 
enters in regions, considered as unaccessible up to now. The progress in the experimental 
aspects of the probe diagnostics is connected nowadays with the following: 

(i) increasing the sensitivity by automated systems; 
('ii) creation of schemes successfully operating in the presence of considerable plasma 

nmse; 

(iii) increasing the time resolution of the measurements. 
It is well known that the single direct method yielding electron distribution function 

in plasma is the measurement of current-potential probe characteristic and its second 
derivative. 

The probe method for EEDF investigations is based on the Dryuvestein relation [ 1]. 
It connects the distribution function and the second derivative of the electron probe 
current 

(1) 

where S is the probe area, V is the probe bias potential, Ie is the electron probe 
current. 

The methods for EEDF determination used in practice differ mainly in the manner 
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0.1 rnn1) in the probe current modulation mode are used most frequently. In this case the 
bias potential is in the form U = V + t::. V, where the small alternative addendum t::. V 
is the modulating or the differentiating voltage. Due to the nonlinear probe-plasma gap 
impedance a number of higher order harmonics of the modulating frequency appear in 

b h 
. . "d hih .. 1 d

2
I. the pro e current. T e respective harmomc amphtu e w c is proport1ona to dV 2 1s 

recorded. Systematic investigations of the electron distribution function were cmTied out 
by this method in the decaying plasma cir rare gases, mercury, nitrogen, and in helium 

with different admixtures [2]. 
These studies as well as many works of other authors are made by the experimen

tal setups consisting of standard commercial units as sine and pulse generators, high 
pass filters, lock in amplifiers, etc. However the requirements for versatility and high 
sensitivity and thus high resolution of the EEDF experimental device stimulate its im
provement in two aspects: automation of the measurements by a personal computer 
and combining all separate units into two parts: flexible basic system with a module 
strncture and a compact preamplifier, introducing the bias potential in the plasma and 
picking up the second derivative signal in a chosen time interval of the plasma media 

existence. 
The first step in this development was the disign of an automated system based on an 

8 bit PC with a probe circuit employing 100 % modulated sine voltage as a differentiating 
signal [3]. With the exception of the band pass filter and the multi-function generator 
all other parts of the measuring device were designed as a peripheral interface system, 
with the following functions: experiment control, data acquisition and processing. 

Using the high productivity of this system we obtained a lot of experimental results 
for the behavior of the electron temperature in the afterglow of Ne and Kr positive 
column [ 4]. However its sensitivity was not sufficient to record confidently the second 
derivative signal in the EEDF fast part, where the density of the corresponding groups 
of electrons is in the range 105 -107 cm-3 . Besides the possibilities of 8 bit processor 

are limited. 
Now we propose a setup which is free from these drawbacks. 

2. Experimental System 

The complete experimental scheme was previously described [3]. Here we will pay 
attention to the developed interface system based on 16 bit PC (XT I AT) for automated 
probe measurements in plasma (Fig. 1). It has to detect week alternating electrical cur
rents, when the probe is used in tl1e current modulation mode. Modulating signal of the 
type of t::. V = Vo cos fll is used in our experiments. 

The measurements are conducted in the decay period of a pulse glow discharge by 
the accepted method with a 10-20 µs typical time resolution. The analog probe switch 
and the sample and hold device operate in a synchronized pulse mode so the second 
derivative signal is passing only through a selected time gap. The best time resolution 
is about 5 µs. 

To obtain a signal proportional to the probe current second derivative with respect 
to the potential, the device creates digitally controlled scanning voltage and modulating 
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signal (sine voltage with low nonlinear distortions (<0.1 %). Their sum is applied to the 
non-inverting input of the first operational amplifier. Through the feedback this probe 
bias is led to the inverting input and also through the device for fixed probe bias change 
and the current switch is applied to the probe. 
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Fig. 1. Block-diagram of the interface system 

The input amplifier-converter transforms the 20 frequency component of the probe 
current in a respective voltage, which is fed together with the probe bias to one of the 
inputs of a differential amplifier while the other input receives only the probe potential. 
The selected signal of the probe cmTent at the amplifier output is fed to the S/H 
amplifier. 

Then the signal passes through a low pass and two p.otch filters (50 and 100 Hz) and 
reaches the notch filter tuned to the frequency of modulation. All these filters attenuate 
the interfering frequencies. The signal processed so far is applied to the input of the 
4-th order variable-state band-pass active filter with digitally controlled gain which is 
tuned to the moduiation frequency second hannonic. 

Then the amplified signal is multiplied by a reference signal of the same frequency 
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and a phase that can be shifted in the range 0 ° -380 ° with 2 ° resolution. Thus a phase 
sensitive detection of the measured second hannonic is carried out. 

The detected signal is additionally amplified by a de amplifier and filtered by a 
low-pass filter and then is applied to a voltage-to-frequency converter. This frequency 
is measured by a counter designed on the interface board. Since fast conversion is not 
required, this technique for analog-to-digital conversion is preferred, due to the strong 
noise suppression when the acquisition time is properly chosen. 

Calibration of the measured signal is perfon11ed by feeding to the current switch 
input a signal with the same frequency and digitally controlled calibrated amplitude 
and measuring of the system response to it. The apparatus has its own power supply 
and a probe bias battery recharger. 

3. Software Description 

The computer program controlling the experiment is written basically in PASCAL with 
some ASSEMBLER routines. It sets the working modes of the interface board and the 
apparatus and accepts user commands through a dialogue menu. The main parameters 
that can be user-controlled are: period of pulsed discharge, pulse duration, delay and 
duration of a strobe window, modulation signal amplitude, gain (first and second stage), 
phase shift, averaging and settling time, probe bias, step and direction of scanning. The 
signal measurement takes place autonomously and during averaging the computer is free 
to receive user's commands. In the end of the averaging a signal sent by the interface 
board causes a processor interruption, the processing of which gives the numerical 
equivalent of the measured signal value. 

Overload is computer controlled at several points along the signal path and has a 
LED indication on the apparatus front panel. 

The program has several basic modes of operation: 

3.1. Scanning mode 

In this mode the probe current second derivative is sequentially measured step by step 
at a different probe bias. 

To eliminate the long time drift the measurements can be done twice with and without 
a modulating signal, taking the difference of the two read-outs. 

The procedure draws the electron spectrum on the monitor screen and scales it when 
runs out of the graphic window. 

When overload occurs, a procedure for an automatic search of a lower gain stage at 
which the signal gets in the working range again is called. 

3.2. Reference phase search mode 

In this mode the maximal phase coincidence of measured and reference signal is au
tomatically set by searching the output signal maximum. This is done by a s~ries of 
successive approximations with decreasing the phase shift step which provides a rapid 
and reliable tuning of the phase sensitive detector. 
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3.3. Automatic calibration mode 

This procedure performs an automatic calibration of the 64" gain stages of the ac am
plifier. 

The different gain stages are selected sequentially and a calibration signal, with a 
definite amplitude is applied at the input. The ratio between the measured signal and 
the calibration signal amplitude gives the corresponding gain coefficient. The gain co
efficients are stored in a file and are read at each program start-up. They are used in 
the scanning mode for proper glueing of parts of the spectrum measured at a different 
gain. 

3.4. Continuous measurement mode 

In this mode the signal is measured continuously using the current setup parameters. 
After the end of the current averaging, the result is displayed and a new measurement 
is started up. Using the rpenu one can change parameters and control the effect of this 
on the experiment. 

3.5. Linearity test mode 

The modulation signal amplitude dependence of output signal is plotted. A least square 
procedure is applied to build a line fitting the curve. 

4. Experimental Results 

An illustration of this type of measurements is shown in Fig. 2 - the fast part of the 
electron velocity distribution function in a decaying magnesium hollow cathode glow 
discharge plasma. The diameter of the cylindrical hollow cathode is 1.9 mm and its 
length - 7 cm. The carrier gas is helium at 0.25 Torr pressure. The peculiarities on the 
curve are due (see for ex. [2]) to chemoionization collisions between metastable helium 
atoms and a chemoionization of magnesium atoms by the helium metastables. 

The experiments on determination of the electron energy distribution function us
ing the automated system showed the necessity of a modular system design: different 
plasma experiments have their own peculiarities and suppose an adequate changes in 
the system setup. It turned out that, for instance, in the hollow cathode measurements 
it is obligatory that the "measure cycle" should be preceded by a "probe cleaning" 
with electron current, something that is unnecessary in the positive column. In helium 
plasma afterglow measurements of the influence of the ion current second derivative is 
essential, while in heavier gases it is negligible. The compensation of the ion current 
derivative needs a two-channel system input [ 4]. In addition the influence of the finite 
plasma-reference electrode impedance is important when a low-density plasma is under 
consideration. 

The design of such an interface system requires a high qualification and time. These 
circumstances dictate the design principle: the system should have a versatile computer 
interface and a modular block which can be easily expanded and reconstructed partially 
or totally in an adequate way, to fit best experiment requirements. This architecture 
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enhances the development of experimental teclmiques allowing for a quick design and 
test of different versions of the automated experiment without considerable changes in 

the setup. 
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Fig. 2. Fast part of the electron velocity distribution, recorded in t~e 
afterglow of Mg-He negative glow. The device allows to shift the probe 
bias with an external voltage source. In this experiment the probe bias 
is shifted with -12.6 V. Pulse current 100 mA. Delay time 70 µs. He 
pressure 0.25 Torr. Probe diameter 0.1 mm. Probe length 7 mm 

5. Probe Cleaning 

In probe measurements in a hollow cathode the covering of the probe with sputtered from 
the walls material causes problems. They are connected with changes in the geometric 
dimensions of the probe and its electrical conductivity. 

The metal layer that is formed on the probe surface at 1 Torr buffer gas pressure has 
a large electrical impedance. This causes two drawbacks: 

(1) The measured signal (ac probe current) dramatically decreases. 
(2) A modulation and scanning voltage drop occurs in the divider fonned by the 

sputtered layer and the probe sheath impedance (too significant near the plasma 

potential). 
Both effects cause disto1iion in the EEDF. 
The measurement of EEDF with a sufficient statistics needs about 10 minutes and 

more. At typical discharge conditions in the experiments with a magnesium hollow 
cathode, the probe signal decreases several times for a 10-20 min period. This rate 
depends on the cathode sputtering rate, i. e. on the discharge current, buffer gas pressure, 
discharge pulses filling factor. 

In response to that a probe layer cleaning procedure should precede every measure
ment and the latter should be short enough (adequate to the work conditions). Another 
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version is possible in which tbe probe is heated continuously with a de current supply 
from outside and the deposited metal evaporates back. 

In our experiment we chose the first approach. 
Before each measurement in a definite moment of the probe bias a cleaning cycle 

is perfom1ed. The probe is connected in place of the anode of the discharge tube and 
is heated with a strong electron current, which results in evaporation of the deposited 
metal layer. The average cleaning c1ment value is controlled by a proper adjustment of 
the discharge pulses filling factor. 

6. Conclusions 

A 16 bit automated system for probe measurements of the electron energy distribution 
function in a decaying plasma with high sensitivity is designed. The fast part of the 
EEDF in He-Mg plasma is obtained. The effect of sputtered metal deposition on the 
probe surface is compensated. 
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